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Abstract 

 

Background: Recent United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) warnings and medical association 

guidelines focus on potential health risks associated with psychotropic medications, suggesting modifications 

for clinical practice. The US Veterans Affairs Pharmacy Benefits Management Services (VA PBM) is 

responsible for initiating VA responses to FDA warnings. Despite VA PBM’s use of several approaches to 

disseminate warnings throughout VA, much remains unknown about the multiple contextual and 

organizational factors influencing responsiveness to these warnings. A better understanding of VA system 

and provider level responsiveness could lead to developing and sharing best practices and informing future 

strategies to improve warning adoption, thereby improving patient care and population safety. 

 

Objectives: Given that considerable VA facility-level variation exists in psychotropic prescribing practices, 

the overarching goal of this study is to examine multilevel responses to external warnings regarding 

psychotropic medications.  

 

Methods: Using both qualitative and quantitative methods, we will evaluate multiple factors that could 

influence facility and provider responsiveness to warnings. We will detail the processes by which VA 

prescribing policies and guidance were developed, how dissemination was accomplished, and perceived 

barriers and facilitators to adoption across the system. We will employ segmented regression techniques using 

administrative data pre- and post-warning to identify changes in psychotropic medication prescriptions and 

patient health monitoring in VA by VISN and facility. We will detail processes by which facilities and 

providers changed practice in response to warnings and PBM dissemination efforts.  

 

Discussion: This study’s impact derives from its ability to overcome weaknesses of previous studies by 

bringing together unprecedented data resources, qualitative and quantitative methods, new applications of 

organizational theories, and diverse investigator expertise. This work could improve clinical care and patient 

safety, directly benefiting VA practice and patients. 

 

Keywords: pharmacy, FDA warnings, citalopram, zolpidem  
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BACKGROUND  

 

Public health policy, in the form of laws, regulations, and guidelines, has a profound effect on population 

health.1 In the United States, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) warnings are common; FDA issued over 

60 drug safety communications in 2011 alone.2 It is critical to evaluate warnings to understanding their impact 

on community and individual level behavior and patient health outcomes. To effectively conduct policy 

dissemination research within an organization, it is important to understand the responses of participants at 

multiple levels. This study uses the Veterans Affairs health system (VA) as a case study to identify how health 

systems respond to external patient safety communications such as FDA warnings. Within a large integrated 

healthcare system, such as the VA, a timely and systemic response to an FDA warning can have a significant 

impact on patient health and safety. 

Previous studies have assessed methods of improving medication safety through effective risk 

communication, assuming that appropriate communication strategies can positively influence prescribing 

practices. Although distribution of educational materials is a frequently used approach, it is not effective as a 

stand-alone intervention to achieve behavior change.3 Audit with feedback interventions have had limited 

positive results.3,4 Educational outreach visits (i.e., academic detailing) have consistently demonstrated a small 

but significant impact on provider behavior.5 When choosing a strategy, it is necessary to strike a balance 

between needing to disseminate warnings broadly and quickly, and the need to employ an approach likely to 

be effective in leading to prescriber behavior change. This study will help inform best practices associated 

with risk communication, which could ultimately improve prescribing practices and patient outcomes. 

To date, warning implementation has been mixed at best, with many such policies having minimal 

impact.6,7 In a recent systematic review of 49 studies including 16 medications (more than one third of which 

were focused on potential suicidality associated with antidepressant use), Dusetzina et al found that most 

warnings modestly decreased medication use and led to short term increases in monitoring.6 Repeated 

warnings had larger but delayed effects and decreased incident more than prevalent use.6 Briesacher et al 

found that many studies evaluating warnings suffered from substantial methodological limitations, such as 

lacking evaluations of patient outcomes and use of comparison groups.7 Dusetzina et al and Briesacher et al 

each highlighted the limited qualitative data incorporated in these studies,6,7 as almost all relied only on 

administrative data.  

Given limitations and gaps in knowledge associated with prior research, the overarching goals of this 

study are to identify and understand health system responses to warnings for psychotropic medications, 

examine factors associated with higher and lower levels of responsiveness, and to use these insights for 

quality improvement. We seek to understand variation in adoption of warnings, and the effect of varying 

levels of clinical integration between pharmacists and prescribing providers on responses to warnings. We will 

use two examples of recent warnings for psychotropic medications: 1) sudden cardiac events associated with 
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high doses of the antidepressant citalopram [Celexa];8,9 and, 2) impaired driving associated with zolpidem 

[Ambien], a sedative hypnotic medication.10,11 

This is a national and comprehensive yet exploratory study. Although definitive hypotheses may be 

premature, we expect that greater integration among clinical pharmacists, PCPs, and psychiatrists will be 

associated with greater responsiveness to warnings. We anticipate that appropriate decreased use of target 

medications, increased substitution, and effective monitoring will vary by facility, thereby unevenly generating 

potential patient safety risks. Methods developed in this novel, mixed methods, longitudinal study will be 

applicable to a broad range of medication use policies and pharmacosurveillance. This study will overcome 

major methodological limitations of prior studies by using strong quantitative methods coupled with 

qualitative data, which provides a unique opportunity to characterize strategies associated with successful 

response to warnings regarding psychotropic medication safety. 

 

VA Pharmacy Benefits Management  

The VA Pharmacy Benefits Management (PBM) is a national leader in medication safety. The central 

function of PBM is to maintain a national formulary, and also has a key role in managing and improving 

access to national directives regarding medication use and safety, which is led by the VA Center for 

Medication Safety (VAMedSafe)12,13. One initiative VAMedSafe maintains to address medication safety is the 

web-based application for coordinating medication-use evaluation tracker (MUET), which was created to 

improve VA's ability to conduct national medication-related interventions throughout its network of 147 

medical centers14. However, the VA does not mandate use of this system. VA PBM has also demonstrated a 

well-developed and multifaceted process for quickly responding to warnings, including interpreting their 

relevance for VA prescribing and patient care, and disseminating that information to VISNs, facilities, and 

providers. However, internal VA PBM data has shown that responses to these initiatives vary at the VISN 

and facility levels. It remains unclear how information regarding warnings is received by VISN and facility 

leadership and prescribers, and what actions, if any, take place as a result of these communications and 

programs. Thus, it follows that it is not known whether sending out bulletins nationally to individual medical 

centers is the most efficient, and appropriate means to alert providers, and more importantly, affect change, 

and whether and how academic detailing programs or MUETs can and will be implemented locally.  

 

Conceptual model 

Our work extends beyond simply seeking to identify systems of pharmacosurveillance. We will examine 

mechanisms for action by focusing on pharmacy clinical integration. We will use two interrelated conceptual 

models: a) integration of pharmacy and clinical care, and b) implementing and routinizing innovations such as 

warnings into care practices. We argue that organizational structure within which social norms are 

constructed includes system integration, which is linked to capability. Following the seminal work by Gillies et 
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al15, we will examine clinical process integration, with a focus on the integration between pharmacy policy 

setting services, such as a single central VA pharmacy benefits management (PBM) committee, regional PBM 

committees (located in Veteran Integrated Service Networks or VISNs), individual VA facility Pharmacy and 

Therapeutics (P&T) committees, and providers prescribing psychotropic medications. We define integration 

as a multifaceted concept that includes: 1) existence of a group that is responsible for pharmaceutical policy 

within the organization; 2) degree of coordination between this group and providers who prescribe 

pharmaceutical agents to patients; 3) mechanisms of coordination; 4) perceived ease of coordination; and 5) 

perceived effectiveness of coordination.16,17 

This work is developmental because it has not previously been addressed in the literature, as policy 

dissemination research is still developing as a field of inquiry.1 A key source of heterogeneity in 

responsiveness to warnings derives from the interaction between the individual and the context in which the 

warning is being disseminated and implemented, and in which individuals need to act in order to effect 

change based on the warnings.  

 

Candidate warnings 

This study uses two psychotropic medication warnings to evaluate our research questions of interest and 

test our conceptual model: citalopram and zolpidem. We chose to focus on psychotropic medication safety 

for several important reasons. Medications are one of the mainstays of treatment for psychiatric disorders and 

are being prescribed more frequently over time.18,19 These medications are widely and increasingly used.20,21 

There is also considerable variation in prescribing practices for psychotropic medication and dosing both 

geographically and by physician specialty.22,23 Studying psychotropic medications is a particularly good 

opportunity to create generalizable knowledge about responses to warnings in part due to the high variation 

in clinical response to these medications and wide variation in side effects that patients experience24 

(compared to assessing warnings for medications with more narrow use and specified impact). These 

warnings are focused on potential health risks associated with psychotropic medications,25 which are of 

increasing concern based on broad use and lengthening treatment periods.26 Further, medications are ideal for 

studying the diffusion of changing treatment practices. Adopting new prescribing behavior does not rely on 

expensive technology or new resources. Thus, there are lower barriers to diffusion. PCPs and specialists often 

prescribe psychotropic medications, allowing study of provider and treatment setting effects. Although there 

may be relatively low barriers to adoption, there is still uncertainty about how systems and providers respond 

to recommendations. See Appendix 1 for the two case studies: 1) cardiac risks and citalopram, and 2) 

zolpidem and driving.  
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Table 1. Candidate warnings 
Drug (class) 
and adverse 
outcome 

FDA issue 
date 

PBM 
communication 
date 

Action 

Citalopram 
and cardiac 
events 

08/20118 *08/201127 The antidepressant Celexa (citalopram) should no 
longer be used at doses greater than 40 mg per day 
because it can cause abnormal changes in the 
electrical activity of the heart. 

09/201128 

03/20129 04/201229 The maximum recommended dose of citalopram is 
20 mg per day for patients older than 60 years of 
age. 

Zolpidem and 
driving 

01/201310 **01/201330 FDA recommends that the bedtime dose be lowered 
because new data show that blood levels in some 
patients may be high enough the morning after use 
to impair activities that require alertness, including 
driving. The recommended dose of zolpidem for 
women should be lowered from 10 mg to 5 mg for 
immediate-release products and from 12.5 mg to 
6.25 mg for extended-release products. For men the 
labeling should recommend that health care 
professionals consider prescribing the lower doses-- 
5mg for immediate-release products and 6.25 mg for 
extended-release products. 

***05/201311 No new 
communication 

The recommended initial dose of immediate-release 
zolpidem products is 5 mg for women and either 5 
mg or 10 mg for men. The recommended initial 
dose of zolpidem extended-release is 6.25 mg for 
women and either 6.25 mg or 12.5 mg for men. 

* cited in Ez Minutes 08/2011-11/2011, Medication Safety in Seconds 09/2011 and 10/2011; ** cited in Ez Minutes 
11/2012-01/2013, 02/2013-04/2013, Medication Safety in Seconds 01/2013, 02/2013; ***cited in Medication Safety 
in Seconds 06/2013 
 

Research study aims 

The research study design will be a mixed methods approach. We recognize that system integration can 

operate across entire health systems, regionally, within individual facilities, and at the individual provider level. 

In Aims 1 and 3 we will conduct theory-based implementation interviews 31,32 with leaders at three 

organizational levels: national PBM, VISN PBM, and facility level leaders to elucidate opportunities and 

difficulties associated with responsiveness to warnings.31,32 The interviews will focus on warnings in general 

and our chosen two cases (Table 1). In Aim 3B, we will conduct exploratory, brief surveys of front-line 

pharmacists and prescribing providers to assess their awareness of and responsiveness to these warnings. The 

choice of facilities and sampling of providers for Aim 3 will be informed both by Aim 1 interviews and 

quantitative analysis findings from Aim 2.  

Aim 1. The first aim is to assess and describe PBM and VISN-level responsiveness and variation in 

responsiveness to warnings regarding psychotropic medications.  
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Aim 2. The second aim is to assess prescribing patterns before and after warnings regarding psychotropic 

medications.  

Aim 3A. This aim is to understand strategies used by facilities with high response to warnings and 

barriers in facilities with low response to warnings.  

Aim 3B. This exploratory aim is to identify strategies used by providers in facilities with high response to 

warnings and barriers encountered by providers in facilities with low response to warnings.  

 

METHODS 

In this section, we describe the evaluation aims, study participants/patient populations, data collection 

methods, and analysis plans for each study aim. This mixed methods study includes theory-based semi-

structured interviews and surveys, and interrupted time series (ITS) analyses.  

 

Aim 1. This aim will detail processes by which VA prescribing policies and guidance were developed at 

the national and VISN levels for the two psychotropic warnings, how dissemination was accomplished, and 

perceived barriers and facilitators to adoption across the VA, based on semi-structured interviews with 

national VA PBM leaders and pharmacy leaders at each VISN (N=21) at the time of the warnings. This aim 

focuses on VISN level organizational factors and integration of pharmacy services into clinical care. 

 

Interviews and participant selection. Aim 1 will use semi-structured interviews with national PBM 

leaders and VISN PBM leaders to examine factors influencing responsiveness to warnings in general and the 

two cases. Interviews will be semi-structured, with questions about the warnings covering key constructs 

from our conceptual model using Gillies et al. We will identify key informants in the national VA PBM office, 

to participate in interviews. Based on our preliminary discussions with PBM staff, we anticipate that we will 

interview five to six individuals at PBM. The interviews with PBM officials will focus on their knowledge of 

VISN level coordination of pharmaceutical services, and the degree to which this is focused on quality of care 

and patient safety. We will ask PBM staff to identify individuals in each VISN who are responsible for 

pharmacy policy at the VISN level. We will also ask PBM staff to send a letter to the VISN pharmacy leaders 

to inform them about our study and recommend participation when we contact them for interviews. 

 

Data collection. We will ask PBM and VISN participants open-ended questions about the integration of 

pharmacy and prescribing focusing on the five key constructs described by Gillies et al: 1) existence of a 

group that is responsible for pharmaceutical policy within the organization; 2) degree of coordination 

between this group and providers who prescribe pharmaceutical agents to patients; 3) mechanisms of 

coordination; 4) perceived ease of coordination; and, 5) perceived effectiveness of coordination. Pharmacy 

and Therapeutics (P&T) Committees are organized throughout VA, but we expect that how they function, 
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the scope of their purview, and the degree to which they can support action on warnings varies across VISNs 

and facilities. We will conduct each of these telephone interviews with two interviewers, one who guides the 

interview using the semi-structured interview guide, and the other who takes comprehensive notes during the 

interview. Interview notes will be detailed and rich, and developed by both interviewers. See Appendix 2 for 

the VISN-level interview guide.  

 

Qualitative analysis. We will code the interview notes into a coding framework based on Gillies et al.’s 

integration framework. We will code comments that do not fit into the existing framework into new 

categories. Two coders will code each transcript independently, and we will discuss all discrepancies in regular 

study team meetings. We will conduct concurrent analysis as interviews are conducted to ensure that we are 

current with themes emerging from the analysis, and to assess degree of saturation, which we define as no 

new substantive themes detected in additional interviews.  

A primary initial goal of our qualitative analysis will be to derive a quantitative variable measuring clinical 

process integration related to pharmaceutical policy and prescribing practices for each VISN. To accomplish 

this, we will assess the five key constructs from Gillies et al. Our full research team will rate each VISN using 

a scale of 0=absent, 1=limited, 2=adequate, 3=outstanding for each category, then sum ratings across 

categories to derive a final score for each VISN. We will use the final summative rating for each VISN as the 

clinical integration variable covariate in the ITS analysis in Aim 2. Beyond creating this summative rating, this 

information can be used to identify specific areas that are essential for VISN responsiveness to warnings or 

are particularly vulnerable to breakdown.  

 

Use of Aim 1 findings. In addition to important and policy relevant findings gleaned from national VA 

PBM and VISN interviews (Aim 1), findings will be used to inform the selection of facilities for interviews 

(Aim 3A) and providers for surveys (Aim 3B). Aim 1 data will also be used as a key covariate in Aim 2 

analyses. 

 

Aim 2. This aim will use segmented regression techniques using administrative data pre- and post-

warning to identify changes in psychotropic medication prescriptions and patient health service use in VA by 

VISN and facility. Aim 2 will assess the impact of the two warnings on prescribing practices and clinical 

outcomes and monitoring. The warnings created conditions of natural experiments including comparison 

groups (individual agents or groups of agents not subject to the warnings). We will use VA patient pharmacy 

and health service use data. We will use interrupted time series (ITS) analyses to assess facility level variation 

in responsiveness to warnings. Those findings, in combination with findings from Aim 1 interviews will 

inform the selection of VISNs within which we will conduct facility level interviews (Aim 3A) and provider 

surveys (Aim 3B). 
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We expect decreases in the medication use post-warning and either no changes or increases in use of 

comparison medications (Table 2). We also anticipate that in VISNs with greater clinical pharmacist 

integration defined by the integration scale score from Aim 1, there will be more systematic responses to 

external clinical recommendations, more effective implementation, more monitoring, and more changes in 

delivery than in VISNs that are less well integrated, derived based on the scoring system used to code 

interview responses. Our primary outcomes (first-order effects) will be rates of initiation and continuation of 

each medication of interest, pre and post warning. Secondary outcomes (second-order effects) will be rates of 

physician visits and other relevant clinical monitoring, pre and post warning. The key explanatory variable will 

be the interaction between time and warning, and secondarily an indicator of integration. 

Table 2. Target and comparison medication groupsǂ 
Citalopram SSRIs: fluoxetine**, paroxetine**, sertraline** 

Other antidepressants: bupropion, venlafaxine***, mirtazapine***, nortriptyline 
Zolpidem Sedating antidepressants: doxepin, trazodone, amitriptyline, nortriptyline, 

mirtazapine 
Antipsychotics: quetiapine 
Benzodiazepines: alprazolam, clonazepam, diazepam, lorazepam, temazepam 
Eszopicone 

* indicates medications with risk of QT prolongation (which will also be assessed in a separate analysis compared to 
citalopram)33 ** conditional risk; *** possible risk; ǂ we will include another comparison group for both citalopram and 
zolpidem 

 

Patient population. We will examine use, and changes in use, of two target psychotropic medications in 

patient samples that meet criteria for observation periods, cohort identification, and will also conduct 

sensitivity analyses. Multiple samples across primary, sensitivity, and subanalyses will be used, drawn from an 

overall VA patient population of roughly five million patients per year, with 91% male, 43% age 65+, 4% 

Hispanic, and 21% non-white patients. Based on preliminary data, we anticipate that there will be >340,000 

patients per year taking citalopram (>300,000 with high dose use) and >250,000 per year taking zolpidem 

(>25,000 with high dose use), with variation in the number of patients using each medication over time. 

Table 3. Observation periods 
Warning Cohort definition Pre-period 

starts 
1st warning 2nd warning Post-period 

ends 

Citalopram Citalopram use 08/2010 08/2011 03/2012 03/2013 
Zolpidem* Zolpidem use 01/2012 01/2013 05/2013 05/2014 
* we will add an early warning period in sensitivity analyses for zolpidem given that VA PBM implemented its own 
program to decrease zolpidem doses in 06/2007, therefore, an early warning period will start in one year prior in 
06/2006 
 

Observation periods. Study periods will include 12 months prior to the first of two warnings for each 

medication and conclude 12 months after the second of the two warnings per medication (Table 3), using 

monthly prescription rates. Continuous VA users, defined as at least one VA encounter per year during the 
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relevant study periods, with fewer than 30 days in an institutional setting (e.g. nursing home) during the study 

period will comprise the inclusion criteria. The observation period will begin when patients first meet criteria 

for cohort identification and for new, established, or comparison group medication use and will end either 

on: 1) the date of death, 2) two years following the last date of VA service use, or 3) the end of the 

observation period, whichever comes first.  

 

Cohort assembly and analysis of drug use patterns. User cohorts will initially be defined based on 

use among all patients with an outpatient prescription for the medications of interest. We will conduct 

analyses with any medication use and with high dose use (Table 4). Sensitivity analyses will include analyses 

restricted to patients with relevant diagnoses (depression for citalopram and sleep disorders for zolpidem34). 

For each analysis, we will broadly stratify patients according to primary diagnoses: mental illness (ICD-9 

codes: 290-316), or no mental illness (excluding ICD-9 codes: 290-316). New users will be monthly rolling 

cohorts of individuals who had no prescription claims for a study drug in the 180 days prior to the index 

dispensing. Established (or prevalent) users will be monthly rolling cohorts of individuals who had filled at 

least one prescription for a study drug during the previous 180 days.  

 

Comparison groups. Although we could examine changes in study medication use before and after 

warnings, our findings can be strengthened by using comparison groups, e.g. patients that were not subject to 

the warnings. For each warning, we will identify changes in use of other classes of medications typically used 

for the same clinical condition. Target and comparison medications are presented in Table 2. 

 

Dependent variables. We will assess outcomes (Table 5) to examine drug use patterns before and after 

the warnings. We will use pharmacy data to construct indicators of drug availability using the days’ supply 

field, as this information is often complete and highly stable.35,36 We will include information on all 

prescriptions filled, including doses, medication changes, and refill gaps. The study team has extensive 

experience using pharmacy claims for policy evaluations.37-40 Unless otherwise noted, each outcome measure 

will be assessed monthly for each warning. Days supplied of study medication dispensed will be documented 

before and after the warning. Medication initiation will be estimated as the proportion of the denominator 

population who initiated a study drug (once an individual initiates treatment, s/he will be removed from the 

denominator for the subsequent months). Medication continuation will be assessed to see if individuals 

continue the drug therapy for three, six, or twelve months. Use of non-medication services will be assessed 

using inpatient and outpatient claims data as both indicators of monitoring activity (physician visits) and 

potential unintended negative outcomes associated with medication changes (ER and inpatient use). 
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Table 4. Cohort identification diagnoses, outcomes monitoring, and sensitivity analyses 
(excluding pre-existing diseases) 
Warning Purpose ICD-9 or CPT codes 
Citalopram Cohort any outpatient citalopram use; any high dose outpatient 

citalopram use 
Monitoring cardiac (e.g. EKG): 9300, 93005, 93010, 93040, 93041, and 

93042 
Sensitivity analyses Restricting to patients with depression diagnosis: 293.83, 

296.2, 296.3, 296.90, 296.99, 298.0, 300.4, 301.12, 309.0, 
309.1, 311; further restriction to major depression 
diagnosis: 296.2, 296.3; excluding patients with pre-
existing: myocardial infarction 410, 411.0, 411.1, 411.81, 
412, 414.2, 414.8, 429.7, 429.71, 429.79; congestive heart 
failure: 428.9, 429.1, 402, 402.0, 402.00, 402.02, 402.1, 
402.10, 402.11, 402.9, 402.90, 402.91, 404, 414.19, 425.4, 
428, 428.0, 428.1, 4282, 428.20, 428.21, 428.22, 428.23, 
428.3, 428.30, 428.31, 428.32, 428.33, 428.4, 428.40, 
428.41, 428.42, 428.43, 428.9, 424, 997.1; arrhythmia: 427, 
427.0, 427.1, 427.2, 427.3, 427.31, 427.32, 427.4, 427.41, 
427.42, 427.5, 427.8, 42781, 427.89, 427.9, 4294, 997.1, 
V125.3; angina: 411.1, 413, 413.0, 413.1, 413.9 

Zolpidem Cohort any outpatient zolpidem use; any high dose outpatient 
zolpidem use 

Monitoring motor vehicle collision injuries: E810-E819.9 
Sensitivity analyses Restricting to patients with sleep disorder diagnosis: 

307.41, 307.42, 780.49, 780.51, 780.52 
 

Stratification / independent variables. This study will include facility level demographic and clinical 

covariates, including age, sex, race, ethnicity, provider type, psychiatric service use, prior psychiatric 

hospitalization, and clinical integration as shown in Table 5. Although facility level characteristics will be 

available for all analyses, variable(s) indicating clinical integration within a facility and survey-based provider-

related variables will only be available for VISNs included in Aim 3 analyses. 

 

Descriptive and preliminary statistics. We will examine demographic and clinical characteristics of the 

study cohorts overall, by VISN, and by facility. We will use comparisons of means (t-statistics) and 

multidimensional contingency tables (χ2) to examine cohort differences by VISN and facility with respect to 

independent variables (Table 5). We will examine unadjusted outcome differences by independent variables. 
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Table 5. Dependent and independent variables and data sources 
Type Variable Description Source 

 

Days supplied†‡ Number of days for which the drug was 
supplied  

VA 
Administrative 
Data  

Medication 
initiation† Medication release data  

Medication 
continuation‡ 

Medication continuation for 90, 180 
days 

Use of non-
medication 
services†‡ 

Mean # of physician visits 
% with ER visit 
% with inpatient stay 
% with psychotherapy visit  
Cardiac monitoring ♦ 
Motor vehicle collision injuries Δ 

Stratification / 
independent 
variables 

Sex Male, female 
Race White, Black, Other, Unknown  
Ethnicity Hispanic, non-Hispanic 
Age 18-60, 61+ 
Provider type PCP, SMH, other specialty ▫ 
Psychiatric service 
use (e.g. consult) Any, none 

Prior psychiatric 
hospitalization Inpatient stay in prior 12 months (Y, N) 

VISN and facility 
characteristics Rural/urban, region, academic affiliation 

Clinical integration 
at VISN level 

Ordinal variable constructed from 
qualitative analysis measuring degree of 
process integration between pharmacy 
and prescribing providers in a VISN 

VISN interviews 
(Aim 1) 

Clinical integration 
at facility level ◊ 

Ordinal variable constructed from 
qualitative analysis measuring degree of 
process integration between pharmacy 
and prescribing providers in a VISN 

Facility 
interviews  
(Aim 3A) 

Provider 
responsiveness ◊ 

Variable(s) constructed from provider 
surveys 

Provider surveys 
(Aim 3B) 

† assessed for new users; ‡ assessed for established users; ♦ citalopram only sensitivity analysis; Δ zolpidem 
only sensitivity analysis; ▫ based on VA clinic stop, for first prescription; ◊ variables available for secondary 
adjusted analyses only 

 

Primary adjusted analyses. We will conduct ITS analysis for citalopram and zolpidem (Tables 2 and 

4), and each outcome (Table 5) separately. Outcomes41 will be measured at 12 time points before the first 

warning (pre-warning period) and 12 time points after the second warning (post-warning period) as well as 
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the period between the two warnings. The pre-warning period data series will allow controlling for 

unmeasured facility-level differences. The assumption is that extrapolating the pre-warning level and trend 

correctly reflects the (counterfactual) outcome that would have occurred had the warning not happened. We 

will use segmented regression models42 implemented using mixed effects model to estimate changes in 

outcome measures after selected warnings. The basic ITS model includes a constant term; an integer variable 

indicating time in months (t) from the start of the observation period; an indicator representing the time 

period after the 1st warning; an indicator representing the time period after the 2nd warning; and interaction 

terms between each post-warning period indicator and time. Each of the two cases includes two warnings. As 

shown in Table 6, β1 controls for most internal threats to validity (e.g., history and maturation) by estimating 

the 12-month pre-policy trend in study outcomes.43 Together, β2 and β3 provide an estimate of the policy 

effect of the first warning, controlling for baseline trends in the study cohort. Similarly, β4 and β5 provide an 

estimate of the policy effect of the second warning, controlling for baseline trends and trends following the 

first warning.  

The model will include VISNs and facilities as random intercepts, with facilities nested within VISNs. 

Outcome measures will be modeled with autoregressive (AR) correlation of monthly data within facilities. 

Mixed effects regression models allow within-group errors to have an AR structure of order ≥1, and do not 

require first differencing. We will test whether first or higher order AR is more appropriate using likelihood 

ratio tests rather than the Durbin Watson statistic, which tests whether adjacent residuals are correlated.44,45 

To estimate a warning effect for each facility, we will fit a model with interactions of facility intercepts by the 

indicator for 2nd warning announcement, which will estimate facility specific differences between pre- vs. 

post-warning means. We will conduct analyses using each stratification variable (Table 5).  

 

Secondary adjusted analyses. Secondary analyses will differ from primary analyses in the following 

ways: a) secondary analyses will be conducted in the subset of VISNs (N=3) that are selected for inclusion in 

Aim 3A and 3B for facility level interviews and provider surveys; b) secondary analyses will include 

additional variables (Table 5) based on findings from Aim 3A and 3B. 

 

Sensitivity analyses. We will conduct sensitivity analyses among users of both medications to assess use 

of target medications that meet specific diagnostic criteria as outlined in Table 4 and assess changes in 

medication use and monitoring among those with and without indications for use. For the citalopram 

warnings, we will construct a cohort excluding individuals with history of cardiovascular disease (CVD), using 

a monthly rolling cohort of individuals who had a CVD diagnosis during the observation period; the first 

observed diagnosis will be the index diagnosis. We will examine cardiac monitoring among new and 

established users including use of electrocardiograms. For the zolpidem warnings, we will examine whether 

patients had motor vehicle collision injuries. We will also conduct an analysis with a longer pre-period (e.g., an 
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early warning period, as in our prior research46), which was in response to VA PBM recommendations but 

before the FDA warning (Table 3). We will aim to assess whether the new eszopiclone warning influenced 

zolpidem prescribing. We will also assess use of non-medication services among dual coverage VA and 

Medicare patients. 

 

Table 6. Model for Aim 3 analyses 

yt = β0 + β1(time)t + β2(intervention1)t + β3(time after intervention1)t + β4(intervention2)t + β5(time 
after intervention2)t + β6(covariates)t + e t 

yt outcome variable at time t (see Table 5 for all outcome variables) 

time  number of months between pre-period and month t 
intervention1 0 for months up to 1st warning; 1 for 1st warning month and subsequent months 

time after 
intervention1 

0 for months up to 1st warning, counts from 1 to X with 1st warning month through 
subsequent months 

intervention2 0 for months up to 2nd warning; 1 for 2nd warning month and subsequent months 

time after 
intervention2 

counts from 1 to X with the 2nd warning month through all subsequent months 

β0 mean baseline estimate of outcome variable 

β1 estimate of slope prior to 1st warning (baseline trend during the first 12 months of 
observation) 

β2 estimate of level change immediately after 1st warning (policy indicator) 

β3 estimate change in slope (trend) following the 1st warning 

β4 estimate of level change immediately after 2nd warning (policy indicator) 

β5 estimate change in slope (trend) following the 2nd warning 

 

Use of Aim 2 findings. In addition to the rich, detailed, informative national data provided in Aim 2, its 

quantitative data will be combined with interview data (Aim 1) as discussed above to select facilities and 

providers for Aims 3A and 3B respectively for further study. We will use Aim 2 findings to categorize 

responsiveness by defining facilities with potentially actionable outcomes (> 1 standard deviation [SD] worse 

than national average), and strong practices (>1 SD better than national average) based on other VA 

reporting processes. 

 

Aim 3A. This aim will detail facility processes for warning response. Interviews will be conducted with 

facility leaders (pharmacy, primary care, and mental health) who will be intentionally sampled based on Aim 1 
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and 2 findings. Degree of pharmacy integration into clinical care, and integration of psychiatrists and primary 

care providers (PCPs) in pharmacy policy, will be explored as facilitators. 

Semi-structured interviews. We will conduct qualitative interviews with facility level leaders including 

the Chief Pharmacist, Chief of Primary Care Services, and Chief of Mental Health Services. These facility 

leaders should have the most knowledge of how structures and processes in their facilities have been designed 

and deployed to respond to warnings and new information about drugs and other therapies. As with the PBM 

and VISN level leaders interviewed in Aim 1, we will focus on critical features of integration affecting 

responsiveness to warnings, emphasizing key issues in clinical integration. 

 

Table 7. VISN selection matrix for Aim 3* 
  Low integration High integration 
Low responsiveness 1 VISN selected 0-1 VISN selected 

High responsiveness 0-1 VISN selected 1 VISN selected 

* Integration data come from Aim 1 (interviews), responsiveness data come from Aim 2 (time series) 
 

Selecting VISNs for assessing processes and procedures within VISNs and facilities (Aim 3A). 

We will use data from VISN level interviews (Aim 1) and the ITS analysis (Aim 2) to select three VISNs for 

further study representing low, medium, and high degrees of integration as perceived by PBM staff and 

validated by VISN level pharmacy leadership, and by findings from VISN level quantitative analyses in Aim 

2.  

Using the score derived in Aim 1, and the degree of responsiveness to one of the two warnings in Aim 2, 

we will dichotomize at the median point of the distribution across VISNs for both factors. We will select one 

of the two warnings by assessing the amount of variation identified in Aim 2 across VISNs and selecting the 

warning with more variation. We will classify all 21 VISNs into the 2x2 matrix in Table 7, and select one 

VISN from each of the low integration/low responsiveness and high integration/high responsiveness cells. 

We will then select one VISN from either the low integration/high responsiveness or the high 

integration/low responsiveness cells. Our rationale for selecting from both the low/low and the high/high 

cells is that these represent the ends of the joint continuum of integration and responsiveness to the warnings 

across VISNs. Choosing one from the two off-diagonal cells will allow us to understand issues faced by 

VISNs that are intermediary between these ends of the continuum. To keep the workload manageable, we 

will only select one VISN in the intermediate range.  

 

Data collection. Similar to the semi-structured interviews with VISN level leaders, facility level leaders 

will be asked to describe structures for integration, such as committees or other groups focusing on 

pharmaceutical policy and practice, the degree of inclusion of prescribing clinicians, mechanisms or activities 
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in which the committee engages, ease and effectiveness of coordination, and specific actions related to these 

two warnings. We anticipate interviewing 50 to 60 individuals for this aim, assuming that there will be 6 

facilities in each of the 3 selected VISNs, and we will attempt to interview 2-3 individuals at each facility. 

Qualitative analysis. We will analyze the interview data using processes similar to those described for 

Aim 1. Our principal goal in this analysis is to understand structures and processes at the facility level that 

contribute to responsiveness to warnings. 

 

Aim 3B (exploratory aim). This exploratory aim will identify strategies used by providers in facilities 

with high response to warnings and barriers encountered by providers in facilities with low response to 

warnings. Surveys will be completed by pharmacists, PCPs, and psychiatrists, who will be intentionally 

sampled based on findings from Aims 1 and 2. Provider factors that could influence responsiveness such as 

perceived degree of integration and ease of coordinating prescribing with pharmacy will be explored. 

 

Provider surveys. The primary purpose of the exploratory survey is to understand, from a frontline 

perspective, barriers and facilitators to responding to the warnings. Barriers may range from lack of awareness 

of the warnings to lack of any supportive structures in the facility to help providers make informed decisions 

or contact affected patients. Facilitators may include structures like Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) 

committees, facility level use of MUET or similar processes for alerting providers, and use of registries or 

other data-driven approaches to identifying affected patients and supporting providers in making optimal 

decisions. 

Surveys will be brief, yet contain two parts. Part 1 will focus on the participant’s personal experience with 

the target medications. Part 2 will focus on the participant’s response to the patient information portion of 

the warning. Our primary focus will be on perceptions of system integration based on the Gillies et al 

framework, current prescribing practices, and real time reactions to warnings generally. We will pilot test the 

surveys and expect that they may be substantially revised based on findings from the multilevel interviews 

(Aim 1 and 3A).  

 

Selection of providers to survey. We will randomly sample providers with each of the three selected 

VISNs, stratified by the three provider types. We anticipate surveying between 180 and 216 individuals for 

this Aim, assuming that there will be six facilities in each of the three selected VISNs. We seek to survey 1-2 

practicing pharmacists, and at least 8-10 prescribing providers in both primary care and mental health. 

Surveys will be administered by email initial contact and a web link for survey completion.  

 

Data collection. We will request names and email lists of all pharmacists, primary care providers, and 

psychiatrists in all facilities (both parent station and divisions, including CBOCs) in the three selected VISNs. 
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We will develop web-based surveys using Qualtrics or other web-based survey technology approved by VA at 

the time of study initiation. Assuming a 70% response rate, we will randomly select 150% of the number of 

responses needed from the three provider categories at each facility from the beginning of the randomly 

ordered list. We will send email invitations to all sampled providers, with a link to the survey web site, and 

requesting that they complete the online survey. We will send follow up emails two weeks after the initial 

email to all non-responders, and a final email two weeks after that. If the response rate is less than 70% two 

weeks after the initial email, we will send invitations to additional providers from the randomly ordered list 

for the provider type, where the number of additional invitations will depend on the response rate at that 

time. 

 

Survey data analysis. We will analyze survey data descriptively to assess existence and frequency of 

barriers and facilitators, and we will use items from the survey as covariates in sub-analyses of the data used in 

Aim 2 for the three selected VISNs, to assess the degree to which barriers and facilitators are significantly 

associated with provider responsiveness to the warnings. 

 

DISCUSSION  

This study brings together multiple unique data resources with an experienced, interdisciplinary research 

team poised to generate novel findings. The team has conducted several high impact, national, longitudinal 

studies of psychotropic medication use and warnings. Information gleaned from this study will be 

instrumental to policy makers and health systems seeking to understand the key ingredients of effective 

dissemination and implementation of pharmaceutical safety policies, which could assist in potentially 

preventing serious adverse events. This study provides an opportunity to conduct timely, policy and public 

health relevant research, providing new insights into the impact of warnings on patient care and outcomes. 

We are not aware of any other study that fuses the depth and breadth of data with the analytic techniques and 

study team proposed here. 

Although this study has multiple strengths, there are some limitations. Regarding the qualitative methods, 

our approach uses rapid analysis approaches to coding the data, and follows an existing framework rather 

than deriving the framework from the data. However, we are using qualitative methods to explore a 

previously unexplored dimension of clinical integration, using existing frameworks. Regarding the quantitative 

methods, the proposed study is not an RCT, as it addresses a topic not amenable to that study design. Even 

though we capitalize on natural experiments and use comparison groups, patients prescribed medications 

targeted by the warnings may have pre-existing differences from patients using comparison medications in 

ways not captured by the independent variables. However, ITS models with comparison groups do not 

require identical baseline outcome rates because of the use of pre-policy observations to control for baseline 

trends. ITS allows for a greater degree of control for such factors than simple pre-post studies that do not 
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control for pre-warning trends or that omit comparison medication groups. Finally, although the VA has 

strong incentives to encourage within system health service use, particularly for medications, patients could 

have out-of-system utilization that we will be unable to capture. Based on our prior research,47 we anticipate 

minimal out of system use for psychotropic medications, and we have added sensitivity analyses using linked 

VA and Medicare data to assess non-medication outcomes. However, we will not be able to capture other out 

of system outcomes (e.g., private insurance) or any out of system medication use. Finally, although we will 

conduct multiple sensitivity analyses, we cannot guarantee accuracy of sleep disorder or depression diagnoses 

or appropriateness of monitoring using administrative data, and sensitivity analyses may not fully address this 

limitation.  

 

Conclusion 

This project will generate qualitative and quantitative data on multilevel responsiveness to two warnings 

for psychotropic medications, and provide generalizable information regarding important factors influencing 

facilitators and barriers of responsiveness to warnings. It will lead directly to potential future work examining 

patient experiences with regard to learning about and responding to warnings, both among those currently 

using target medications as well as patients who may be considering treatment initiation. It could inform 

future planning for VA PBM, VISNs, and facilities for more widespread or mandated use of MUETs, 

academic detailing, greater pharmacist integration, modifications to electronic medical record and prescribing 

options, or other means of improving responsiveness to warnings. 
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Appendix 1 

 Case study 1: Cardiac risks and citalopram. In 2011-2012, the FDA issued drug safety warnings 

regarding abnormal heart rhythms, recommending that providers no longer prescribe citalopram at doses 

above 40 mg (or >20 mg for older adults) because of potential abnormal changes in electrical activity of the 

heart, including Torsades de Pointes (TdP).8,9 As citalopram was widely regarded as a first-line agent for 

depression treatment due to its minimal drug interactions, demonstrated safety in older and medically ill 

patients, low cost, and relative effectiveness,48 these warnings were surprising. In our prior research, we 

examined health outcomes by dose for nearly one million patients and found no dose-dependent risks of 

ventricular arrhythmia nor mortality associated with citalopram.39 Yet recent studies have reiterated findings 

of increased risks of QT prolongation with citalopram use.49,50 This mixed evidence regarding cardiac risk 

could have had an important influence on how VISNs, facilities, and providers responded to the citalopram 

warnings. Despite this ambiguity, given that over 300,000 VA patients were taking high dose citalopram, a 

systemic response to the FDA warnings was warranted. VA PBM produced three National PBM Bulletins 

and an optional MUET for high dose citalopram.14 Preliminary qualitative interviews revealed that VISNs and 

facilities expended substantial time and resources responding to this unanticipated warning. We will explore 

responsiveness to the citalopram warnings in the qualitative components of our study, and assess VISN and 

facility level variation in response using quantitative analyses. 

Case study 2: Zolpidem and driving. In 2013, the FDA released two warnings regarding zolpidem, a 

widely used sleep medication, noting its potential to have a negative impact on next-day alertness and driving 

acuity.10,11 The FDA had commissioned studies including driving simulation studies following media reports 

and a subsequent increase in documented adverse events associated with zolpidem use.51 An unusual feature 

of this warning was that it recommended different daily doses for men (<10 mg) and women (<5 mg), noting 

that women eliminate zolpidem from their bodies more slowly than men.10 Given the different brands 

(Ambien, Ambien CR, Edluar, and Zolpimist) and formulations of zolpidem (extended-release, immediate 

release, sublingual) and different recommendations by gender,52 it is likely that there was confusion regarding 

zolpidem prescribing. Further, because insomnia, like depression, is addressed by a variety of providers 

including PCPs, it may be unclear who should be responsible for implementing the latest warnings for 

zolpidem. 

VA PBM had a different approach regarding the zolpidem warnings compared to the citalopram 

warnings in light of growing evidence of substantial risk of patient harm associated with zolpidem use.52-54 

Though the total number of patients taking high dose zolpidem (N~25,000 in FY2012) was substantially 

lower than those taking high dose citalopram, risks associated with high dose zolpidem use may be 

significantly greater. VA PBM recommended in 2007, well before the FDA warning, that doses <10mg of 

zolpidem be used.55-57 When the warning for zolpidem was released in 2013, VA issued a National PBM 

Communication recommending lowering the dose to <5mg for women. Internal VA PBM data found that 
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zolpidem doses decreased after prior VA PBM communications, while use of other or multiple low dose 

sedative hypnotic agents increased, prior to the FDA warnings. Variation in responsiveness, however, is not 

yet understood. Concerns about the potential negative impact of sedative hypnotic medications remain, as the 

FDA released a new warning regarding eszopiclone [Lunesta],58 and the VA subsequently released a National 

PBM Bulletin, both in May 2014.59 Our qualitative analyses will assess differences in responsiveness to the 

warnings in light of prior VA guidance, and quantitative analyses will capture potential dose and substitution 

effects and variation across facilities.  
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Appendix 2  

FDA PBM Interview Guide: VISN-Level Leaders 

These interviews will be with pharmacy leaders from all 21 VISNs. PBM will recommend people to 

consult.  

 

Introduction 

Read the following script to interviewees prior to turning on the audio recorder:  

Thank you for agreeing to speak with us about your experiences with medication safety alerts, we want to 

remind you that is this a research study and that all research studies are completely voluntary. You can stop 

participating at any time, or you can decline to answer any question. Your responses will be confidential and 

any account of the interview, including notes or transcripts will be de-identified. The sound files will be kept 

on a secure VA server and will be deleted off of the recorder. Do we have your permission to audio record 

this interview? 

 

After the subject agrees, turn on the recorder:  

Thank you for agreeing to speak with us about your experiences with medication safety alerts. As we just 

spoke about this is research study is completely voluntary. You can stop participating at any time, or you can 

decline to answer any question. Your responses will be confidential and any account of the interview, 

including notes or transcripts will be de-identified. The sound files will be kept on a secure VA server and will 

be deleted off of the recorder. Do we have your permission to audio record this interview? 

Please remember: When talking about specific VISNs, make sure to focus on the time of the FDA 

warnings for citalopram and zolpidem (August 2011-May 2013).  

 

Interviewee Background:  

What is your position at the VA? How long have you held that position?  

How long have you been working in pharmacy? 

Which VA in your VISN are you located in?  

 

Does your VISN have a committee or established group that is responsible for setting 

pharmaceutical policy and practice across the VISN?  

• Are you a member of such a committee?  

• Please describe your role related to pharmaceutical policy and practice in your VISN.  
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How much does the pharmaceutical policy committee interact with clinicians?  

• Are there prescribing providers involved in setting pharmaceutical policy in your VISN? 

• If yes, how so?  

 

Please describe the mechanisms or activities that you are aware of which individuals in your VISN 

are involved in to promote awareness of pharmaceutical safety issues.  

• Involvement in Academic Detailing (targeted and individualized educational services, clinical 

consultation, and addressing barriers to safe medication.) 

• Does your VISN use Medication Use Evaluation Tracker (MUET)? (MUET initiatives are centrally 

coordinated by VAMedSAFE. VAMedSAFE identifies “trigger groups” of at-risk Veterans and 

uploads patient lists to the secure MUET application, where locally designated personnel (typically 

pharmacists) can access and use data to target risk reduction efforts.)  

• What other activities, if any, are in place for disseminating/acting on FDA alerts/warnings? 

 

Has your VISN addressed either or both the citalopram warning (2011) and zolpidem warning 

(2013)? 

• If so, what kinds of activities have been conducted related to these alerts? 

• If not, have there been facility level activities focused on these two alerts?  

 

How effectively does your VISN manage pharmaceutical safety, changes in prescribing patterns, or 

changes in prescribing policies? 

• What are some examples of effective actions your VISN has taken to manage safety and/or changes 

in prescribing patterns or policy? 

• Can you describe some responses individuals in your VISN have had to new evidence?  

• What, if any safety issues have come up for your VISN, and how did they handle them? 

• How easy is it to coordinate activities across the VISN with respect to awareness of pharmaceutical 

safety, prescribing policies, changes in prescribing patterns when there is new evidence about safety, 

efficacy, or other attributes (e.g. cost) related to pharmaceuticals and therapeutic agents? 

 

Are there other issues that you would like to mention related to your VISN, such as managing 

formulary, cost of pharmaceutical and therapeutic agents, or other safety or coordination issues? 

 

Thank you for your participation today. 


